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Status
 Closed

Subject
Dynamic Item List field does not work

Version
12.x

Category
Error
Regression

Feature
Trackers

Resolution status
Works For Me

Submitted by
Park JoonHyun

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
     (0) 

Description
I have tested 'Dynamic Item List' tracker field at version 12.0 alpha for upgrading from version 10.
According from my simple test, it does not work.

Thanks,
Joon

Solution
I've reproduced your example in a profile ( http://profiles.tiki.org/Dynamic_items_list ) , and it works,
as well as in your show.t.o instance, so that I'm closing this bug report.

After you select a value in teh first drop down of the service tracker, just wait some time until the
second drop down gets populated with the right values.

Please, re-test, and if you still get some error, re-open the bug and report back with the new
information, etc. Thanks for your help.

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
9

Priority
90

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

https://dev.tiki.org/item4896-Dynamic-Item-List-field-does-not-work
http://profiles.tiki.org/Dynamic_items_list
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
4896

Created
Friday 08 November, 2013 16:51:26 GMT-0000
by Park JoonHyun

LastModif
Monday 18 November, 2013 14:16:48 GMT-0000

Comments

Park JoonHyun 08 Nov 13 17:12 GMT-0000

Um...
I have made Tiki instance for testing this bug, and tested it.
http://joonhyun-11611-4896.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-list_trackers.php

Unfortunately, Dynamic Items List tracker field feature is working well.^^
Where is my mistake? Exactly it does not work for my test system.

Park JoonHyun 08 Nov 13 17:25 GMT-0000

I think this issue had been checked and fixed already by developer. Because this demonstration system
is based on REV 48366 of version 12.x. And my test system which tested the feature is 12.0 alpha.
based.

So I believe that there is different version, and it was been fixed already.
If it is right it, I would wanna close this issue.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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